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ACROSS
1. Law of ___ (trig topic)
6. Anakin's love
11. Carew who hit .388 in 1977
14. Error-prone
15. Icy Hot pitcher
16. Verdi's "___ tu"
17. Why Familia "met" his Waterloo?
20. When Harvey "met" his Waterloo, with "the" (as it may come to be known)?
21. Burnsian palindrome
22. Breakfast choice
23. African grazer
24. Ally of Athens
27. Genre similar to reggae
28. Bar stuff
29. Reacted to a great play, perhaps
31. Win over, as voters
33. Sent regrets, possibly
35. Second-stringers, perhaps
39. Like a game heading into extra innings
41. Comedic Ernie
43. XC years before Columbus' "discovery" of America
47. Cut (off)
49. Obama whose Secret Service code name is "Rosebud"
54. Post-Waterloo celebration for mighty KC?
58. Post-Waterloo metaphor in NYC?
59. "___ Beso"
60. Father-and-son athletes Kyle and Kyle Jr.
61. Runs without moving
62. Yank's foe
63. With regard to
64. Exploits

DOWN
1. Place oneself close to
2. One way to recoil
3. Sarin or VX
4. Rapier's relative
5. Stern counterpart
6. Greek city-states
7. Hooded jackets
8. Parts of dogs' feet
9. Virile
10. Disney character with cryokinetic powers
11. Pumps the gas?
12. Food brand whose name is a portmanteau of two state names
13. Object thrown by Al Oerter
19. "May I ___ question?"
25. Wilbur's brother, to Wilbur
26. Front seven?
28. New kids on the block
30. Of God, in Latin
32. Cry of disgust
34. Big name in processed food
36. Inst. that Will Shortz once attended
37. Place to be on 7/14/89?
38. Educated
40. Gatekeepers?
42. Blue state?
43. Hero of Eliot's third novel
44. Get off the fence
45. Regular gig
46. 2004 World Golf Hall of Fame inductee Aoki
48. "The Prisoner" author
51. Chip off the old block
52. Terminus
55. Cygnus' neighbor to the east
56. Fired up
57. Current event?